This book forms one of a series of`Desk References' (planned by CRC under the editorship of Professor Gerald Kerkut) which will form a concise encyclopaedia of the medical sciences. The aim is to provide a series of de®nitions of terms that should answer many queries that arise in nutrition as it relates to human health. As a consequence this particular book includes a range of medical, biochemical and physiological terms. This diversity re¯ects the multidisciplinary nature of the nutritional sciences, which lie intellectually on the boundary of many biological sciences, and spill over into food science and technology. This book's contents are positioned ®rmly at the clinical end of the spectrum of nutrition with only a few forays into food technology.
The object of this book as Professor Kerkut explains is to provide an annotated index interspersed with longer articles and it is aimed at the physician, nurse, dietician, physiotherapist and students of these disciplines.
Covering such a range within a volume that is of a convenient size to sit on one's desk is no mean task and some compromises in coverage are inevitable and most readers will, I am sure, scan through the book and feel that their pet topics are not covered properly. Indeed many terms are given very terse coverage in the form of rather informal de®nitions whereas others have expanded entries in the form of brief essays. A few de®nitions are so short as to be misleading; calculating Body Mass Index has a typographical error, Joule has the de®nition of the kiloJoule and Speci®c Dynamic Action is given an entry but not Dietary Induced Thermogenesis. Diffusion is not treated as a process but the end result and Keldahl is de®ned as a method without reference to the person and incidentally neither Dumas nor Lowry get a mention! The choice of expanded entries is rather idiosyncratic, although those present read very well. Absorption covers three printed pages, Protein has 10 pages on its biological evaluation and there are 13 pages on Poisonous plants. The Fibre entry gives a reasonably good account of Dietary ®bre but is weak on physiological effects but unfortunately cites a table 40 pages previously which has crude ®ber values. Carotenoids get a very short entry in a table on Vitamins. The major metabolic pathways are covered and the diagrams and structures are very clearly drawn.
The focus, however, as one would expect in a series of medical encyclopaedias is clinical and there are 27 pages of a table giving the SI equivalents of a wide range of clinical values.
The book is US orientated but European readers will not ®nd this a disadvantage, in fact it could be quite useful when reading the US literature.
Overall I think that the idea behind the book is excellent and many of the points I have raised should be balanced by the soundness of the majority of entries. The book for me, however, has two major limitations. First it lacks any systematic cross-referencing so that if one does not know whether a term used in an expanded entry is covered and second the general lack of guidance about where to followup topics. It is true that the majority of the tables are referenced and these more conventional encyclopaedias from which the tables are derived would provide good follow-up references for most of the topics. A wide range of texts would I have thought, been a useful addition.
One can understand the reasons why the author (or Editor) has limited these two facets but a Desk Reference should provide a lead where to go should a reader need more detail, which quite properly this book does not promise to provide.
